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Poet, Painter,
Sculptor, Scribe:
Artists Intertwine
Disparate Skills
by Barbara MacRobie
Michelangelo painted frescoes and carved
statues. Miles Davis blew the trumpet and
designed album covers. J.R.R. Tolkien wrote
novels and drew hundreds of scenes and
maps to illustrate the worlds he chronicled.
In Missouri today, there are many artists
whose creativity flows through more than one
channel—or as Peggy Wyman puts it, “who
have more than one arrow in their quiver.”
Peggy’s arrows are writing fiction and making
fiber sculpture. She has published two novels
and creates intricate artworks from longleaf
pine needles. She is not only a member of
the statewide nonprofit Missouri Artisans
Association—known as The Best of Missouri
Hands—but is a juried member, having been
Beside Still Waters by Peggy Wyman
reviewed by an independent panel for the
highest standards of quality and craftsmanship. The Best of Missouri Hands helped us find Peggy and
five other juried members from around the state who excel professionally in different media. We talked with
them about how they have developed their multiple talents and woven their art into the skein of their lives.
▪ Kay Foley, Columbia: mixed media artist, poet, pianist (juried in mixed mediums)
▪ Terri Balden, Mount Vernon: jewelry designer, potter (clay-sculpture)
▪ Aaron Horrell, Cape Girardeau: painter, photographer, writer (painting-drawing, photography)
▪ Kevin Williamson, Blue Springs: fine arts woodworker, graphic designer (wood)
▪ Jean McMullen, St. Charles: watercolorist, collage artist (painting-drawing)
▪ Peggy Wyman, Macomb: novelist, fiber sculptor (fiber-textiles)

Kay Foley | Mixed media artist, poet, pianist
Even if Kay Foley had not told us, “I have a very dreamy sort of
disposition,” it would have been clear from the gentle insights, piquant
one-sentence stories, and whimsical artwork on the greeting cards and
wall art she handcrafts one at a time. Kay’s dreams have resonated with
enough people, and her business acumen has been sufficiently sharp,
that ever since 1998 she has been able to weave her talents as a poet
and a mixed media artist together into a viable creative business. Another
of her artistic skills has been a pedal point under her entire career: her
piano playing.
More Merrythoughts, Kay Foley’s second book of her short verses, prose, poetry and art

What might Kay’s life have been like if she had stuck to the
accordion she began learning at age 8? But she switched to
piano, even beginning college as a piano major, and her playing
has been a mainstay as both an inspiration and a means of paying
her bills. When Kay decided to leave her job as a counselor at the
McCambridge Center in Columbia to devote herself to founding
Ampersand Cards, “I quit knowing I could teach piano,” she said.
Born and raised in St. Louis, Kay has lived in Columbia since her
college days. She ended up switching her undergraduate major to
psychology and also earned her master’s degree in counseling
psychology from the University of Missouri. Before working at the
McCambridge Center, she directed the wellness program at
William Woods University. The nudge into a full-time artistic life
came from her sister, Eileen.
“Eileen said to me, ‘Why don’t we start a card business?’ And I
said, okay!” Together the sisters read Julia Cameron’s book The
Artist’s Way, a classic self-help program for unlocking creativity. “Eileen lives in Tucson but we would call
each other on Sunday and share what we had written from the weekly tasks in the book,” Kay said.
Kay and Eileen’s vision was for individually made cards with artwork collaged from what Kay calls “a
bricolage of papers—handmade, rice, silk, lace, and tissue papers, printed papers, and papers I have
painted, stamped, or printed.” For the verses on the cards, “I didn’t want to worry about copyright issues by
using other people’s quotes, so I sat down in my yard with a little notebook and wrote 50 short verses. A lot
of those are still my best-loved cards.”
Though Eileen never did go into the
business, Kay still makes cards one at a
time, from a variety of set designs. She
does the lettering via display fonts on her
computer. Her art also appears on T-shirts,
mugs, magnets, and even baby clothes..
She makes unique originals for wall art in
large formats up to 24” x 30”.
Kay has self-published two books of art and
verse, Merrythoughts in 2005 and More
Merrythoughts In 2009. Both are available
through Amazon.com, on Ampersand
Cards’ website, and at the many festivals
Kay attends to showcase her art. She has
a third volume in progress. Her works are
One of Kay’s most popular works. She meant it to refer to a person’s internal
carried on her website and in galleries and
demons. “But it’s funny how most women think this refers to their husband,”
gift shops in 35 states plus the Virgin Islands.. she said. “Husbands think so, too!” The design also sells well on baby bibs.
Thirty-six of Kay’s favorite designs are available as printed cards, and she is increasingly working on having
more designs printed for wholesale distribution. “You do get tired of making the same thing 1,000 times!”
she said. She looks forward to making more one-of-a-kind works that she will sell only at shows and
through the Poppy Arts Fine Craft Gallery, which has both a bricks-and-mortar store in Columbia and an
online business that represents more than 200 artists nationwide. Kay has had a relationship with Poppy
since shortly after she started Ampersand Cards.
“When I was first making the cards,” Kay recalls, “a friend put me in touch with a sales rep. He said the
writing was too personal, and he didn’t see how it would transfer from me to the buyer to the receiver of the

card, but that I should show my cards to Barbara McCormick at Poppy. She was so kind. She read my
cards, broke into a smile, and said, ‘You’re a poet!’ I thought, really?!? She said she’d try 10 different cards.
They sold. She gave me so much advice along the way. And the sales rep did later on sell my cards!”
Kay’s art has won several honors, including
three Awards of Mastery at the Greater St.
Louis Art Association’s prestigious Art Fair in
Queeny Park. She calls her work “narrative
collage” because each piece “starts and
ends with my writing, and many of the
verses are narratives,” she said. She begins
every day with a cup of tea and a writing
session. Along with her art, Kay’s greatest
joys are her three grown sons, her dogs, and
the wild spaces around Columbia like the
Grindstone and Gans Creek nature areas.

May we all be / hellbent and benevolent / whole upon breaking /
loving and challenging / mysterious and open / willing to fly /
witness to magic / dumbfounded / stupefied / polka dotted /
magnified and / hopelessly besotted.

Satisfying though Kay finds her creative life,
no one ever got rich from handmade cards,
and “I’m always on the edge,” she said. She
has written and edited materials for the
University of Missouri’s Center for Distance
and Independent Study. She has a children’s
book in the works. In partnership with social
worker and photographer Alex Bornstein,
she is creating a teen’s version of the 6thcentury Tao te Ching that they callTao te
Teen. “If you’re trying to be self-employed,”
she said, “you have to do a lot of things.
What I say is, I haven’t lost the house.”

And there’s always the piano. At one point, Kay had 34 students, and though she tapered off when she was
doing a large number of out-of-town art shows, she is building back up as she focuses more on adapting
her card business for wholesale. “My favorite music is classical,” she said. “The biggies, like Beethoven,
Mozart, Chopin, Schubert. I have a lot of imagination with my music.”
More about Kay Foley
▪ Her Best of Missouri Hands member page
▪ Ampersand Cards, ampersandcard.com
▪ Blog and poetry, kayfoley.com
▪ Kay Foley & Ampersand Cards Facebook Page

▪ Works featured at Poppy Arts Fine Craft Gallery
▪ Merrythoughts at Amazon.com
▪ More Merrythoughts at Amazon.com

Terri Balden | Jewelry designer, potter
There is a strong natural thread linking Terri Balden’s artistic pursuits.
Not only do clay and metal, the basic materials of pottery and jewelry,
come out of the earth, but the same minerals that lend color to gemstones
create the brilliant hues of the glazes that bring Terri’s pottery to life.
“I love rocks so much that at one time I was thinking of becoming a
gemologist,” Terri told us. “It’s really neat to see how the different qualities
of gemstones make you work with them. Some you can heat and form the
gold around them. Some are brittle.” The glittering Russian stone with the

unromantic name of chrome diopside is deep green because it contains the element chromium, which also
colors some of Terri’s glazes, most of which she makes herself.

Terri Balden’s first jewelry project. The stone is a topaz
set In yellow gold.

Terri has been designing jewelry for much longer
than she has been making pottery. After working as
a secretary and a photographer’s darkroom assistant,
she landed a job with Burrus Jewelers in Mount Vernon.
There, while she was sketching designs, she saw the art
of “lost wax.” In this technique of casting metal sculpture,
a three-dimensional model of the sculpture is carved from
wax, a mold is formed over the wax, the mold is heated
until the wax melts and runs out, and molten metal is
poured into the mold. “One day I asked my boss if I could
take home some tools and a chunk of wax and fiddle with
them,” she remembers. “He humored me! The next day,
I came back with a design nice enough for him to cast it in
gold. I still wear it.” Terri was soon carving the waxes for
Burrus’ one-of-a-kind custom work.

Though Terri still designs jewelry, the hands-on aspect is gone.”Now I just send my sketch to a company
that carves the wax with a laser,” she said. “Technology’s good, but it cuts out the old type of work!”
Terri’s skill with two dimensions also informed art forms she once pursued intensely but has since
abandoned. One, like her lost wax carving, was a profession made obsolete by technology. “I loved
calligraphy, and I’ve hand-written 10,000 names with a split-nib pen and an inkwell,” she said. “Now people
just use all the fonts on their computers.” The others were watercolor and oil painting. Terri was so
proficient at those arts that her work was accepted into juried exhibits like The Missouri 50 at the State Fair
in Sedalia and the Missouri Watercolor Nationals in Fulton, where one of her paintings won the Award of
Achievement in 2003. It was also in 2003, however, that her painting came to a screeching halt.
The unwitting instigator was Terri’s husband, Gordon, who gave her pottery classes for a Christmas
present. Terri was immediately hooked.

Mugs in Terri’s kiln, before and after firing

“I still have all these neat ideas in my head for painting, but I don’t have time,” Terri said. “When I get done
at my ‘day job’ at Burrus, I come home, fix supper, and go to my studio. On my days off, I’ll be up til 2 a.m.!”
Terri’s studio is at her home between Mount Vernon and the little village of Freistatt. “Gordon and I are from
Monett—in fact we were both born in St. Vincent’s. We moved further into the country, though, when Monett
grew more than we could handle,” she said. (The town’s current population is just shy of 9,000.) “We live
out in the middle of the woods. We’ve got deer, bobcats, and hoot owls, and at night it’s so dark and quiet.”
Terri loves how pottery combines imagination and utility. As she once posted on her Copperleaf Pottery
Studio’s Facebook Page, pottery “puts the fun into functional.” “It seems there’s a bigger demand for my

pottery than the fine art,” she said. “Maybe people
can relate to the functionality of a mug or bowl—
they can justify buying something like that more
than something to hang on the wall. It’s kind of a
shame but that’s the way it is.”
Terri‘s pottery is shown in galleries in Sedalia and
Springfield, and she and Gordon take it on the road
to art fairs and festivals. They join other Best of
Missouri Hands artists every fall in Branson at
Silver Dollar City’s National Harvest Festival.
Terri uses a variety of techniques, often combining
pieces made by different methods into one finished
work: throwing on the wheel, building and pulling
by hand, extruding (pressing the clay through a
simple hand-powered machine), rolling slabs, and
carving on the surface.
Handcarved cookie plate with luna moth

“To me, small bowls are easy to make, and big bowls are hard, so when
I can make a big one that turns out good, hey, that’s fun! It’s so simple it’s
almost stupid, but that’s what I like,” Terri said. Of course, she makes many
other shapes as well.
“It’s strange—when I did painting, I had music going all the time, but when
I do pottery, I like to have the studio really, really quiet,” she said. “It’s
almost like I’m getting in touch with the earth. I’m doing something that has
been created for thousands and thousands of years.”
More about Terri Balden
▪ Her Best of Missouri Hands member page
▪ Copperleaf Studio Pottery Facebook Page
▪ “Painter to Potter,” article in Missouri Life, April 19, 2013

Aaron Horrell | Painter, photographer, writer
Nature is the warp and weft not only of Aaron Horrell’s
artistry, but of the rest of his life.
“I grew up in southeast Missouri, in the country where
the closest house was a mile away,” he told us. “We had
farm animals, woods, and a creek…I was constantly
outdoors. Even as a little kid, I liked being alone in the
garden getting down and watching bugs, planting beans
in coffee cans and watching them grow.”
Aaron has been painting and selling pictures that
express his love of nature since graduating high school
in 1970. He has been taking nature photographs since
he bought his first camera in 1974. He spent many
years as a mason, laying bricks, blocks, and especially
rocks. “I loved deciding how this rock fits that rock. I laid

most of my own house,” he said. He writes a
weekly nature photo column, Through the
Woods, for the Sunday Southeast
Missourian newspaper, and a Nature’s
Corner column for the monthly River Hills
Traveler. He designs nature-themed coloring
books. He chairs the annual Mingo Swamp
Photo Contest for the Mingo National
Wildlife Refuge in Puxico, where he also
volunteers. He grows sweet corn, peppers,
and tomatoes in a community garden for the
City of Chaffee’s senior center. He paints
fanciful animals on children’s faces at
festivals.
Many of Aaron’s paintings are small,
no larger than 6” x 8”—astounding given
their level of exquisite surreal detail.
“I have this thing in me that says if you do
realistic stuff, you’ll be compared to a
camera. I love cameras and I take a lot of
Donkey n friends, one of Aaron Horrell’s miniature paintings
photographs, but in my paintings I don’t
want to go where the camera can. I feel like that would be spinning my wheels,” Aaron said. “Instead, my
paintings are a way to create something no one will ever see if I don’t create it.”
Aaron’s images are otherworldly but not meant to be disturbing. “The look I want to give is that these
animals and plants are beautiful,” he said. “The animals might have sad faces but they’re not hurting each
other. Even when I do sad faces, I try to have them be loving faces, like a dog who wants to be petted. I like
to throw animals into unique juxtapositions. An elephant and a bluegill can be back to back. They don’t
come together in nature—but in my pieces, they can.”
People sometimes ask Aaron, “’How do you manage to think of
that?’” he said. “I don’t know—instead of thinking about it, I just go
ahead and try to paint it, to keep after it until something turns out
neat and cool. I let the canvas talk to me. The other day I looked
at a painting I thought I had finished three months ago and
realized it needed an elephant. Now it’s a much stronger piece
of artwork than before.”
Even Aaron’s choice of acrylic paint relates to nature. “At first
I used oils, which are thinned by turpentine. This left a tremendous odor wherever I painted. But acrylic is water soluble.”
Aaron’s photographs have a painterly air, especially in the
softness of the backgrounds. “That’s Claude Monet speaking,” he
said. The French Impressionist is one of the masters about whom
Aaron read voraciously when he first began his self-taught artistic
adventures. Other favorites are Stone Age cave painters and the
20th-century Russian artist Marc Chagall.

Aaron calls this Missouri wildflower, which he
shot using a mirror, First Fleabane in Space.

The painterly aspect is enhanced by the way Aaron has his
photographs printed not on paper but on canvas. “They don’t have
the glare of a photo under glass, and it’s as though you could
reach out and touch the animal in the picture.”

Third Grade Summer Vacation is one of Aaron’s larger paintings, measuring 12” x 18”.

Aaron says nature photographers must understand animals’ habits and be patient. “I’ll sit at a fox den or
a tree with a hole in it for a long time, to see what comes out. You need staying power to get these photos.”
Aaron’s days used to consist of wandering the woods taking photographs, painting, writing up his
newspaper and magazine columns, and writing poetry (he was most recently published in Proud to Be:
Writing by American Warriors by Southeast Missouri State University Press). Since mid-2011 he has added
spending time at the Painted Wren Art Gallery (named by his daughter Annette) that he opened within
Bilderbach’s Art Plaza, a circa-1800 building on Cape Girardeau’s historic Main Street.
Aaron originally opened the gallery with other artists, most of whom pulled out after the first one-year lease
was up. “I thought I’d hang on,” he said, “and give the people in the area the chance to find out we were
there.” Now he not only displays his own artwork but provides space on Painted Wren’s 8-foot walls to 14
other artists. “Almost all the artists are local and that’s the way I want it. I charge no commission, only a
monthly fee. That helps me pay the gallery’s rent,” he said.
“So far, we’ve made it but not with a lot of extra money left over. Art is not an
easy thing, and the public has to have the final say.” Still, Aaron says, he
encourages all the artists he meets to stick to their own vision. “Keep trying!
You just don’t know when you might make something people like and get a
name for yourself,” he said.
“I will die without accomplishing what I want to. I think every true artist is that
way,” he said. “I’m happy that I can create things people like, but I paint for
myself. If people like what I do, that’s awesome. If not, that’s awesome too.”
More about Aaron Horrell

The cover of the February 2013
River Hills Traveler is a photo of a
cardinal by Aaron.

▪ His Best of Missouri Hands member page
▪ Painted Wren Art Gallery’s Facebook Page
▪ Two years of his Through the Woods columns in the Southeast Missourian
▪ “Local Photographer Aaron Horrell Finds Inspiration in Nature,” article in
the Southeast Missourian, November 7, 2011
▪ River Hills Traveler

Kevin Williamson
| Fine arts woodworker,
graphic designer
“I’ve worked with wood in one way or another
all my life, but graphic design was over on
the other side of my brain,” said Kevin
Williamson. Graphic design was his bread
and butter, the focus of his postgraduate
studies at Kent State University and of his
working career. Wood was his hobby and a
link to his childhood in rural southern Indiana,
where his father built cabinets and furniture
in a shop on the same land as their home.

“Solar System” box of cherry, walnut, and oak

Then in 2006, Kevin made a college graduation present for one of his daughters, a wooden box to hold a
family heirloom necklace. Kevin had built many pieces of functional furniture, but when making the box he
thought for the first time of wood as a medium for art. Now he has crafted more than 100 sculptural wooden
boxes and countless pieces of jewelry, as well as custom furniture, bookmarks, and “wood paintings.” His
full-time company, Kevin Williamson Design, is equal parts graphics and wood.
Kevin went 100 percent into business for himself in July 2012,
when Nazarene Publishing House, the Kansas City publisher for
which he had worked for 20 years, had to cut staff. “I’d seen it
coming and I left on good terms,” he said. “I still do work for them.”
Other major freelance work has been for Andrews McMeel
Universal publishing in Kansas City, the Gospel Tract Society in
Independence, self-published authors, local printers, and the
ENEX GROUP public relations and fundraising firm. “I’ve stayed
busy—I’m grateful for that,” he said.

Kevin used “clean, bright colors for a classic,
but still upbeat and contemporary feel.”

Kevin’s graphic design favors clean, strong images and distinctive
type fonts reflecting the subject of the work. “I always ask clients,
‘Who is this for, who’s going to look at it, and what do you want
them to feel or do when they get it?’” he said. He begins his
designs with quick, rough thumbnail sketches. “If I immediately
start working on the computer,” he said, “I will naturally gravitate
toward solutions that are easy to do on the computer. But I don’t
want the easiest solution, I want the best solution.” When
appropriate, he incorporates the same sort of striking geometric
patterns that characterize his woodwork.

“Sometimes with the wood, I have something in my head I think I want to try, so I’ll
start working on it,” Kevin said. “Other times, I’ll just have a big pile of leftover odds
and ends of scraps I’ve been saving because they have colors, textures, and grain
patterns I like. Sometimes as an act of self-discipline, I’ll pull out 10 or so of those
pieces from the pile and make something, like a painter who intentionally uses a
limited palette,” he said.
“The jewelry nearly always starts that way. I’ll have four or five little pieces of wood
I’ll glue together, and spin and sand, because I like the combination. I don’t know
what they’re going to look like until I say, ‘That looks good, I’ll stop there.’”
Necklace of walnut and birch on a cherry background

Some of Kevin’s woods go back to his father’s Indiana furniture shop.
“He’d save up short odds and ends for when I’d go home for visits.”
Though Kevin moved to Kansas City when he first came to Missouri in
1982 for a design job, lived in Warrenton near St. Louis for 10 years, and
since 1995 has lived in the Kansas City suburb of Blue Springs, it is
southern Missouri that feels like home. “The similarities to where I grew up
are uncanny,” he said. “Brown County is a lot like Branson, with big hills
and a lot of forests. You go back three or four generations in my family,
you’re talking corncob pipes and bib overalls.”
Other woods often come from friends and scavenging. “Friends will call
me up and say, ‘I was cleaning out my garage, and I have this walnut
board from my grandad’s farm, and I’ll never do anything with it.” When
Kevin’s redbud tree needs pruning, “I’ll saw up the branches and wait for
a year or so. You can’t buy redbud lumber anywhere because it’s too
crooked, but it actually looks quite a lot like olive wood.”
Kevin’s design for this biography of an
urban ministry pioneer conveys “the
gritty feeling of the neighborhood.”

Kevin markets his fine arts woodwork through his website, Etsy, galleries,
and shows. “You hand out a lot of business cards, and you never know.”

Kevin urges anyone who thinks they might like woodworking to give it a try. “A lot of people think you have
to spend a massive amount of money on tools,
and you certainly can, but if you’re patient and
read up on what you’re doing, you can do it
really cheap. On my boxes, I hand cut the
miters. I use a hand plane. A lot of my power
tools I bought at auction,” he said.
“People don’t mean it badly, but sometimes
there’s an implication of, ‘If I just had $20,000
worth of tools in my garage, I could do that too.’
It’s much more a matter of developing your
skills and your artistic eye. Anybody with a little
patience can learn to do some woodworking,
and I think it would be neat if more people did.”
More about Kevin Williamson
▪ His Best of Missouri Hands member page
▪ Kevin Williamson Design, kevinwilliamsondesign.com
▪ Kevin Williamson Design Facebook Page
▪ Kevin Williamson Wood Design on Etsy

Jean McMullen | Watercolorist, collage artist
A glass of wine put a new twist in Jean McMullen’s artistic career. “I’d had a rough day of teaching,” Jean
told us, “and I was relaxing in the evening by making a collage and having a glass of wine. For some
reason, I thought, ’I could take the label off that bottle and put it into my collage.’”
That started Jean on the way to a creatively and financially successful niche: wine-themed art, especially
large three-dimensional collages.
Jean makes her collages, which measure between 11” x 14” and 24” x 30”, with handcrafted papers, maps,
and sheets of music, plus labels, menus, brochures, and photographs she obtains from wineries with their
blessing “because you can’t just put a copyrighted label on your own artwork and sell it.” She adds objects

This collage of the Kaiser Hill winery near Hermann, Missouri, includes a spigot from a wine barrel and hand-painted metal grapes.

such as wine bottles and glasses cut in half, corks, and bottle openers. Her husband, Jerry, makes the
shadow-box frames. Some of her collages are commissioned by wineries and individual wine-lovers; some
collages she makes on spec and takes to wine industry conventions and art shows.
Jean also designs wine and beer labels. She has done all the labels for White Oak Vineyards in central
Illinois. In November 2012, she was the signature artist for the annual Nouveau festival in Galena, Illinois,
celebrating the fresh un-aged wine made from that fall’s harvest. Jean designed the label and a limited
edition poster for the 2012 Nouveau made by Galena Cellars Vineyard & Winery. “My poster was hung in all
the stores. I did signings and I was in a parade. It was so much fun! It was a pretty big thing in my bucket!”
One element of Jean’s collages is touches
of paint, deriving from her first and abiding
artistic love, the traditional watercolor
painting that is the second arrow in her
quiver. In college, when she obtained her
master’s in art education there were no
classes in watercolor, but she took a
workshop “and fell in love,” she said.
“Watercolor moves and flows unlike any
other type of medium,” she said. “It’s
unpredictable—you can put two colors
together and they’ll create more colors you
didn’t expect. And it changes while it’s
drying. When I was teaching, I would
always paint at night, and the first thing I’d
do in the morning would be to look at my
work to see how it had changed.”

Portland Head Lighthouse, Cape Elizabeth, Maine

Jean’s favorite subjects are flowers, landscapes, and lighthouses. “When we travel,” she said, “we’ll drive
way out of the way to visit a lighthouse. I won’t paint one unless I not only see it but have the full experience
of climbing the stairs.”
Despite Jean’s penchant for lighthouses, she has lived in the St. Louis region all her life. She makes her
home in St. Charles and taught art for 21 years in the elementary schools of the nearby Ritenour School
District. She began seriously marketing her work while she was still teaching. In 2000, she started taking
her watercolors to Midwestern art shows during the summers. When she retired in 2008, she began taking
her collages to wine conventions. “I started in
Midwestern conventions, and soon my work
was going into New York, Pennsylvania,
California—it was such a surprise that it took
off like that!” she said.
Since 2009, Jean has also been involved
with VESTA –the Viticulture Enology Science
and Technology Alliance—at Missouri State
University, a wine program with links to twoyear colleges, state agricultural agencies,
vineyards, and wineries throughout the
country. “Every year, the University sends me
all the labels the graduating students have
developed for their wine, and I make a piece
of artwork with the labels and the names of
the students and teachers,” Jean said. “The
University gets the original and each student
gets a print as a memory.”

Jean McMullen in Galena, Illinois, in November 2012 for the 28th
annual Nouveau Wine Festival, with the poster she designed

In June 2012, Jean opened Missouri Artists on Main, her own gallery In St. Charles’ historic downtown.
“We’re on the top floor of the California House, a 200-year-old building that used to be a boarding house
and a tavern restaurant that was the first stagecoach stop west of the Missouri River,” she said.
Missouri Artists on Main features handmade work
by Jean and 25 other Missouri artists in media from
printmaking to glass. She sells her original art and
her art prints, art cards, and T-shirts there as well
as on her website, at shows, and in various galleries
and gift shops nationally. Missouri Artists on Main
is also a studio where the artists work and teach
classes. Jean teaches watercolor to adults two
days a week.
“Some of my students are now signature members
of watercolor societies and have their work in
galleries,” she said. “It’s just like teaching elementary art—I love helping them to develop, and I feel I am
passing down a little piece of myself. I feel blessed to have the opportunity to touch the lives of so many
through my watercolors and collages, and the teaching of art. “
Whether or not Jean is at her gallery or teaching, her day always includes three rituals: morning coffee,
the newspaper, and painting. “If I miss even a few days of painting,” she says, “life does not seem right.”
More about Jean McMullen
▪ Her Best of Missouri Hands member page
▪ Watercolors & Collages by Jean McMullen, jeanmcmullen.com
▪ All of Jean’s wine labels for White Oak Vineyards
▪ “Made in St. Louis: Jean and Jerry McMullen,” article in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, April 10, 2011

Peggy Wyman | Novelist, fiber sculptor
“My life has not gone in a straight line or come to any
place I ever expected it to go,” said Peggy Wyman.
Neither do her coiling fabric sculptures—but this art she
discovered a dozen years ago has become her
“meditation, comfort, and delight.”
Born in Kansas, Peggy grew up in Idaho. After graduating
in mathematics from the University of Idaho, she moved to
southern California for a high-powered career with a
computer consulting service. Three decades later, she
sent her life around a major curve.
“On one business trip, I found myself sitting in a hotel in
Thailand staring out the window and thinking, what do I
really want to do with my life?” she remembers. “I decided
to quit my job and write the kind of big historical novels
I loved to read. It was absolutely nuts!” she said.
“Still, I’ve always lived way below my means. I knew I had
enough savings,” she said.
“But I found I didn’t have the skill to write the kind of book I wanted to put my name on. After three drafts of
a book about the Lewis and Clark Expedition, I had to put it aside.”
While her novel was hibernating, Peggy and her husband, Jerry Orton, went on a trip to explore California’s
old Spanish missions. At the Mission San Antonio de Padua, Peggy remembers, “In the church were
beautiful marble crypts for the padres. Outside, there was a weed-choked field where the Indians who built
the mission were buried. It bothered me—why had nobody told the story of that clash of cultures?”
A new novel began taking shape in
Peggy’s mind. “The main character
who popped out of my research was
an Indian basket weaver,” she said.
“But how could I write that woman with
any kind of clarity?” So Peggy took a
one-day class in traditional willow
baskets from two women of the
Kumeyaay, the native people around
San Diego. After only eight hours, she
said, she had a finished project.
“It was the ugliest thing you ever saw!”
she said. “But I was so proud! I had
spent years trying to write a book.”
Peggy began working by day on the
new novel and “regrounding myself at
night by doing basketry,” she said.
“Sometimes when the words won’t
come, you feel twitchy all over and you
need to do anything rather than write.
I made little baskets.” She took
courses exploring different materials.

Heat Wave

“Longleaf pine needles spoke to me in a way the others didn’t,” Peggy said. “These needles want to go their
own way. One night, I let them do it. I wound up with this weird little misshapen thing—and I loved it. From
then on, I didn’t make anything ‘normal.’ I let the materials run, and I followed. I was taking a traditional ageold technique and doing it in untraditional shapes. It had become sculptural basketry—fiber sculptures.”
Peggy completed both novels, and they were
published in 2002. Shining Mountains, Western Sea:
The Epic Adventures of Two Unforgettable Members
of Lewis and Clark's Corps of Discovery focused on
hunter John Colter and the Corps’ youngest member,
George Shannon. Mission: The Birth of California,
the Death of a Nation was runner-up for the Benjamin
Franklin Award for Best New Voice in Fiction.
Peggy’s life swerved again in 2004 when she and
Jerry decided to move and start the cattle ranch that
Texas-born Jerry had always wanted. “The cost of
living in California was more and more outrageous,”
Peggy said. “We looked at places where the cost was
lower—especially the Midwest. We spotted the little town of Ava in Missouri. My first job, in high school, had
been in the library under a lady named Ava Barnes! We drove out and fell in love with the Ozark highlands.”
The move derailed Peggy’s work on a third novel, first when she and Jerry had to pack up their library and
then when they decided to build their Missouri house. “Building a house just eats your lunch,” Peggy said.
“When I finally got to a point where I could get back to the novel, I realized I’d lost the passion for it. And my
passion for my fiber sculpture was much, much higher. Sometimes you just have to give something up.”
As a full-time professional sculptor for more than a decade, Peggy has made hundreds of works that have
been shown in more than 400 exhibitions and garnered about 100 awards. Her sculptures are in the
collections of individuals, corporations, and museums nationwide. Her work is often sold via exhibitions and
is featured in galleries in Springfield, Lake of the Ozarks, and Eureka Springs. “I have paid a lot of dues to
be where I am,” Peggy said. “Now I’m getting well known and I’m doing custom work, which is really nice!”

Left: How every piece begins. Center: Sewing the top coil into the one below. Right: Sewing the coils with a V-stitch as a design element.

Each of Peggy’s sculptures is made from longleaf pine needles, Irish waxed linen thread, and natural and
found objects including colored pearl cotton floss. She builds coils and sews them together. Depending on a
sculpture’s size, one piece takes between a week and several months to complete.
The supple, aromatic needles come from a pine tree native to the southeastern U.S. Their length usually
ranges between 7 and 18 inches. Peggy gets her needles from one family in Georgia. “I go down in
December after the first frost when the trees shed their needles, and crawl around to get boxes and boxes.
I spend spring and summer sorting and washing the needles. Every year I bring the family a sculpture.”

Peggy said she could not be happier with where her life’s winding journey has brought her. “And I still love
to read long historical novels. Maybe now even more—because I know what went into them!”

From Mission: The Birth of California, The Death of a Nation
All the long journey back to Nipaguay, bent under her full load of acorns, Web considered the things she
could do to win over the people of her new village. By the time the line of walkers crested the ridge above
the river valley and she caught sight of the village, she knew what she would do. That very day she enlisted
Hummingbird to help her gather willows, then she set to work….
At last the work was done. Web tied the last knot and stepped down from the rack to appraise her effort.
The willow basket stood tall and straight and solid. She had had to stand on tiptoe to complete the upper rim.
Hekwiin storage granaries were usually crudely made since most people saw them as utilitarian. Not this
one. The coils of Web’s hekwiin sported willow coils of even thickness, secured by precise stitches which
created a symmetrical diagonal pattern of vertical lines, running from the bottom to the rim. And with every
stitch she had taken in the basket, she had sewn in her prayers for acceptance by her new people. She
smiled, tired but pleased by the results of seven suns’ worth of effort.
Hummingbird rushed up beside her….“It is too beautiful for a mere granary,”….Web turned to her friend.
“Nothing is too beautiful for my people. Nothing.”

More about Peggy Wyman
▪ Her Best of Missouri Hands member page
▪ Studio Casa Cielo, studio-casa-cielo.com
▪ Mission at Amazon.com
▪ Shining Mountains, Western Sea at Amazon.com
▪ Feature on National Basketry Organization website
▪ “Missouri Artist: Peggy Wyman,” article in Missouri Life, January 6, 2012
Fanfare

The Missouri Artisans Association—The Best of Missouri Hands—was
founded in 1989 as a nonprofit corporation "dedicated to the development and recognition of Missouri's arts and artisans through education,
interaction, and encouragement." BOMH is a community of arts
advocates, artists, educators, students, and organizations. BOMH
provides professional development, networking, and educational
activities, including an annual conference, bi-monthly e-newsletter, and
exhibitions throughout the state every year of members’ work. Member
categories are clay-sculpture, digital, fiber-textiles, glass, jewelry, metal,
mixed mediums, painting-drawing, photography, printmaking, specialtyother, wearable art, wood, and corporate. For more information, see
bestofmissourihands.org and their Facebook and Pinterest pages.
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